ePayments
Site is accessible through the following browsers: Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, Google
Chrome, and Safari. This can be accessed from an iPad, smartphone or any other mobile
device as long as it is using one of the browsers listed above.
https://ujsportal.sd.gov/portal/
The site looks like this, please note the Court Information; DO NOT Register, that is for SD
Licensed Attorneys only:

Once Make Payments button is clicked, you will be taken to the Make Payments screen:
 Select Search Type, either Citation Number or Case Number
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Citation number and name need to be entered as is on the ticket:

Here are some examples of citation numbers:
Enter as: A124466-HP

Enter as: K509596

Enter as: 5115

Enter as: GF098202

Enter as: PD18009295

If no results are found, you will get this screen (entered case number/citation number
incorrectly; name not spelled correctly):
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The first screen that appears is going to look like this; you must select checkbox in front of case
number or citation number:

Once the case is selected the below screen will appear, showing the charges on the case and
the total amount outstanding plus the 3.5% fee for that total outstanding; if there is a payment
plan on the case, there will be an option to change this on the next screen; if there is not a
payment plan on the case, contact the clerk of courts office if you would like to set one up:
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If there is a payment plan, the next screen is going to allow you to change the Amount to Pay
and show the minimum amount that is due; if no payment plan, the only option will be to pay the
entire balance:

Once the Amount to Pay is changed (can be minimum amount due or higher, cannot be less
than), the Subtotal, Transaction Fee and Total Amount change to the correct amount to be paid:

User must agree to the Terms and Conditions and then select Add Payment Details at the
bottom of the screen (may have to scroll down to get the Add Payment Details button).
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Once you do this, you will be taken to this screen to enter your credit/debit card information;
enter information and click the Continue button at the bottom of the screen:
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After entering credit card information and clicking Continue, you will be taken to the following
screen where you will need to verify your information and click the Process Payment button
(you will likely have to scroll down to see the Process Payment button):
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You will receive a Payment Complete message and have the option to print the page to keep as
a receipt.

If you scroll to the bottom of the page, you may enter your email address to have a receipt
emailed to you.
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